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‘Catalonia is not Spain’: projecting Catalan identity to tourists in and
around Barcelona†

Michael Vargas*

Department of History, State University of New York at New Paltz, New Paltz, NY, USA

(Received 10 November 2014; accepted 22 June 2015)

Since the second half of the nineteenth century, Catalan nationalists have mobilised
themselves to assert a political path that will distinguish their region, Catalonia,
from the rest of Spain. Rich history and extensive heritage resources count
among their best political assets. Meanwhile, Catalonia’s capital, Barcelona, has
become a premier destination for global tourists, not only for the fun and sun
but also because these same Catalan national assets, such as Gaudí’s Sagrada
Familia, are major tourist attractions. In fact, Catalanism and tourism are
constructed one upon the other. Illustrated here are the ways that Catalonia’s
most prominent events and most-visited sites engage tourists as witnesses and
potential advocates in the struggle to defend a political, linguistic, and cultural
inheritance. Catalan nationalists know that tourists represent a means to
publicise Catalan political aspirations to the wider world. Still, not everything
about the relationship between Catalans and their tourist partners is ideal.
Mutually constructive for many decades, the effort to safeguard and promote
Catalan distinctiveness often collides with the processes of global tourism to
make a potentially explosive cocktail.

Keywords: Barcelona model; globalisation; cultural inheritance; memory and
history; tourism and political change

On 11 September, Catalans commemorate their National Day, La Diada Nacional de
Catalunya, recalling events long past that still burn in their collective memory. The
anniversary is bittersweet. Principally, it recalls the loss of the terrorial integrity and
constitutional heritage that began when Philip V, the Bourbon pretender to the
Spanish throne, concluded the War of Spanish Succession in 1714 by finishing a 14-
month siege of Barcelona in a final brutal assault on the city. It is also an occasion
for the proud demonstration of Catalan linguistic and cultural survival. In 2014, the
pinnacle event of La Diada Nacional was the creation of a human Catalan flag, 11
kilometres in length that comprised over 1.8 million persons.1 A related event, even

© 2015 Taylor & Francis

†A version of this paper was first presented at the conference ‘Remembering in a Globalising
World: The Play and Interplay of Tourism, Memory, and Place’, 8–10 September 2014, Le
Chambon sur Lignon, France.
*Email: vargasm@newpaltz.edu
1‘Las cifras de la Via Catalana 2014: 1,8 miliones’, La Vanguardia, November 9, 2014, http://
www.lavanguardia.com/politica/20140911/54414923722/cifras-via-catalana.html (accessed
February 4, 2015).
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more brash, occurred a few weeks later on 9 November, when Catalans held a refer-
endum, albeit a non-binding one. Over 80% of participants defied threats by
Spanish political and legal authorities to assert their preference for an independent
Catalan state. Catalan society is complex, with a diverse political landscape that
includes many people whose zeal does not extend to talk of separation. Nonetheless,
catalanisme – a proud identification with Catalan difference – is broadly felt and prac-
tised, having become central to an ongoing discourse about the lack of a unifying
Spanish identity.2

Beyond Spain’s borders the capital of the Catalan region, Barcelona, is better
known as a tourist hotspot than as a site of cultural repression and political revolution.
In September 2014 La Diada fell on the eve of a weekend that brought 58,000 tourists
into the Port of Barcelona by cruise ship, the most visitors in a single weekend recorded
up to that point.3 This paper is about the power and persistence of Catalan memory,
but no less is it about tourism, which has long been of phenomenal importance to the
economy of Barcelona and Catalonia. Tourism, in its own way, helped to sharpen the
Catalans’ zeal in managing and promoting their distinctiveness.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the complex relationship between
tourism and Catalan collective memory. It begins by offering background information
about tourism within Catalonia. Then I offer a very brief Catalan cultural history, just
enough to permit readers to discern how the Catalan people imagine and value their
past, especially their medieval past. This part of the article is deliberately historical.
Three short thematic sections follow.

The first of these sections suggests that while Catalan self-expression is largely an
internal affair, Catalans have learned that in order to promote their national interests
they must seek an international audience. Tourists, it turns out, are captive viewers in
touristic environs that open up visitors’ memories to Catalan persuasions. Here my
concerns connect to ongoing theoretical debates about the construction of identity
and the fashioning of memory. I will not review here the wide-ranging literature on
these matters since readers of this journal will know that tourism researchers and prac-
titioners make up their own subset of participants in ongoing debates that recognise
identities and memories as multivariant, constructed, adaptable, and creative. What
should be understood, however, is that present research on memory and identity con-
nected to tourism – or at least tourism beyond entertainment and recreation – tends to
focus on tourists as seekers at memory-provocative sites, perhaps driven by religious,
cultural, historical, or political aspirations, desirous to reconnect with a past or a place
with which they identify through some personal or family connection; familiar con-
cepts include religious tourism, heritage tourism, dark tourism, war tourism, slum
tourism, and so on.4 Here I move in a different direction by suggesting that tourists

2See, for example, Fernando León Solis,Negotiating Spain and Catalonia: Competing Narratives
of National Identity (Bristol, UK: Intellect, 2003) and Juan Díez Medrano, Divided Nations:
Class, Politics, and Nationalism in the Basque Country and Catalonia (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 1995).
3Local press reported the occurrence with both pride and concern; for example, ‘Uns 58,000
creuristes recalaran al port de Barcelona del 12 al 14 de setembre’, Aldia.cat, September 6,
2014, http://www.aldia.cat/catalunya/noticia-uns-58000-creueristes-recalaran-port-barcelona-
12-14-setembre-20140906110811.html (accessed January 25, 2015).
4Robert Butler andWantanee Suntikul, ed., Tourism andWar (Oxford: Routledge, 2010); Sabine
Marschall, ‘Personal Memory Tourism and a Wider Exploration of the Tourism-Memory
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can also be transmitters once they return home, spreading information about the con-
structed historical memories and identity politics they encountered on their travels.
Hosts can profit significantly from this dynamic and these benefits extend beyond
the economic value that comes with the arrival of the next guest who has come primar-
ily because others reported having had a good time.

The second thematic section argues that the modalities of Catalan collective
expression have served the region’s tourist sector admirably well up to the present.
Several examples illustrate the point. My principal theme in this section is sentiment
and evocation.5 Thus, my approach is to subordinate analytical abstractions (user
surveys, statistical measures, and so forth) in favour of reflection upon the quotidian
material culture and cultural markers that can induce some productive thought
about the relationship of history, identity and memory, and tourism. I concede that
readers may not find this approach conclusive, although I hope that the lack of com-
prehensiveness is made up for by the richness of some provocative examples.

My third and concluding thematic section forwards an assertion that is a difficult
one for spirited Catalans and their supporters as much as for those engaged in the
tourism scene there: Catalan cultural identity and the Catalan tourism sector are
showing signs of fatigue, perhaps even of impending disaster, each suffering under
the weight of its own internal inertia and, in part, declining due to the pressures one
exerts upon the other.

A Catalonia tourism primer

Catalonia is bordered by France and Andorra to the north, the Spanish autonomous
regions of Aragon to the west and Valencia to the south. Its Mediterranean coast is
located to the southeast, stretching some 300 miles and divided in tourist conscious-
ness into two zones: Costa Brava and Costa Dorada. Of the total Catalan population
comprising about 7.5 million people, over 5 million live in the Barcelona metropolitan
area: the largest metropolis on the Mediterranean.

Tourism in Barcelona is huge, phenomenal. Barcelona brought some 3.6 million
seaborne passengers into the Catalan region in 2013, making the Port of Barcelona
the largest passenger terminal in Europe. Its airport sees 35 million passengers per
year. In recent years, Barcelona has become the third most-visited tourist destination
in Europe, after London and Paris. In 2013, when Spain overtook China as the third
most-visited country worldwide, with revenues from foreign tourism totalling 59
billion euros, Catalonia, with only about 7% of Spain’s population, accounted for
nearly one quarter of all tourism spending in Spain.6

Nexus’, Journal of Tourism and Cultural Change 10, no. 4 (2012): 321–35; Dallen Timothy and
Daniel Olsen, Tourism, Religion and Spiritual Journeys (Oxford: Routledge, 2006); Fabian
Frenzel, Ko Koens, and Malte Steinbrink, Slum Tourism: Poverty, Power, and Ethics (Oxford:
Routledge, 2012); and Stephen Wearing, Deborah Stevenson, and Tamara Young, Tourist Cul-
tures: Identity, Place, and the Traveller (London: Sage, 2010).
5Llorenç Prats, ‘Heritage According to Scale’, inHeritage and Identity: Engagement and Demis-
sion in the Contemporary World, ed. Marta Anico and Elsa Peralta (New York: Routledge,
2009), 76–90, 77; John Hargreaves, Freedom for Catalonia? Catalan Nationalism, Spanish Iden-
tity, and the Barcelona Olympic Games (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 162.
6Eva Mas i Martin, Informe Sobre el Sector del Turisme, l’oci i la cultura a Catalunya (Barce-
lona: Generalitat de Catalunya, Consell de Treball Econòmic i Social de Catalunya, 2007).
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Travel to and within Catalonia has a long history. Benjamin of Tudela, the twelfth-
century writer of one of Europe’s earliest travel itineraries, took special note of the cos-
mopolitan and commercial energies of Barcelona: ‘It is a small and beautiful city,
located on the coast… . Traders with their merchandise come to it from all over,
from Greece, Pisa, Alexandria, the Holy Land, and from coastal Africa’.7 Francis
of Asisi is said to have visited Barcelona on his pilgrimage journey to Santiago de
Compostela in 1214, and Cervantes enumerated its charms in Don Quixote. Washing-
ton Irving, author of Tales of the Alhambra (1832), found the city nothing like ‘the
naked desert which surrounds Madrid’; instead, he wrote, ‘I am delighted with Barce-
lona. It is a beautiful city… ’.8

The 1888 Barcelona Universal Exposition and the Barcelona International Exhi-
bition of 1929 consolidated the city’s reputation as a destination worthy of visiting.
Barcelona and Catalonia attracted visitors during the Spanish Civil War, too, includ-
ing Lincoln Brigade fighters disguised as tourists, many of whom hoped to include
some sightseeing among their adventures.9 Even during the Francoist period, econ-
omic failures and international isolation caused the dictator to seek foreign exchange
by expanding the tourism economy, especially to Barcelona and the coastal beaches of
Catalonia, in a successful campaign that Sasha Pack calls a ‘peaceful invasion’.10

Franco did not approve when foreigners visited Catholic shrines in their scanty
beach attire, but he needed the money and looked the other way.

Catalan tourism is diversified despite Barcelona’s dominant position. Historically
important urban centres such as Tarragona and Lleida receive substantial numbers of
Spanish and French tourists, as do the walled towns of Girona and Besalú. The
Catalan countryside, varied in geography and climate as well as in cultural and historic
resources, offers a range of regional tourist opportunities successfully promoted in
turismo rural campaigns. Spaniards maintain second homes near Catalan beaches.
Urban Catalans own or rent places in the Pyrenees either for ski vacations or to
escape the summer heat. The point here is that Catalans outside of Barcelona partici-
pate alongside their compatriots in the capital city in building a tourist economy linked
to the construction of Catalan memory. Importantly, a substantial part of regional
tourist activity is rooted in a long-standing and culturally integrated system of excur-
sionisme, which combines hiking, camping, and other outdoor recreations with heri-
tage experiences. The excursionist movement has its roots in nineteenth-century
practices directly connected to the reclamation of Catalan history and culture.11

‘Tourist Receipts Hit Record Levels in 2013’, El Pais in English, January 27, 2014, http://elpais.
com/elpais/2014/01/21/inenglish/1390309698_562884.html (accessed July 7, 2014).
7Marcus Nathan Adler, The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela (New York: Philipp Feldheim,
1907), 1.
8Washington Irving, The Life and Letters of Washington Irving, vol. 3, ed. Pierre M. Irving
(London: Richard Bentley, 1863), 285.
9Sandie Holguín, ‘National Spain Invites You: Battlefield Tourism During the Spanish Civil
War’, American Historical Review 110, no. 5 (2005): 1399–426.
10Sasha Pack, Tourism and Dictatorship: Europe’s Peaceful Invasion of Franco’s Spain
(New York: Palgrave, 2006).
11Ajuntament de Barcelona, Barcelona d’Excursió: excursionisme I escoltisme més enllà del
lleure ciutadà (Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona, 1999). Eduard Vallory i Subirà and
Jordi G. Quera, Excursionisme i escoltisme (Barcelona: Abadia de Montserrat, 1994).
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The 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona brought a scalar leap in the fortunes of
Catalonia. The Games coincided with at least three significant globalising trends:
an explosion in international tourism, developments in urban planning and govern-
ance aimed at urban renewal through massive intervention, and the commodification
of sport and festivals as aspects of public partnerships with private enterprise. The
Games brought to fruition plans to reorient the city towards the sea and to expand
an infrastructure conducive to tourism, deliberately replacing decayed industrial
zones, coastline train tracks, and military barracks with pedestrian boardwalks, a
bold skyline, energetic commercial and convention centres, and first-class hotels, as
well as shopping and entertainment zones.12

An extremely brief history of Catalan identity

Catalan collective memory is fed most abundantly by the medieval past, which left an
enormous inventory in fact, legend, and physical artefact that is useful for telling the
national tale. The story of collective interests that became distinctively Catalan begins
at the end of the ninth century and reaches its narrative denouement in the fourteenth
century. The medieval past is especially celebrated in Catalonia for two reasons. First,
the area reached the zenith of its territorial and cultural elaboration in the medieval
period. Second, the region’s fall from the heights of international prominence and cul-
tural splendour came at the threshold of the modern age. Just as other nations were
becoming states the Catalan people found themselves subjugated to the accidental
outcome of Castilian dynastic inheritance. As Dominic Keown points out, many ana-
lysts of contemporary Catalan politics and culture often overlook the fact that Cata-
lonia’s medieval legacy remains very potent.13

Catalans say that their nation became independent late in the ninth century and
they point to a man named Wilfred the Hairy as their legendary progenitor. Wilfred
was a real-life Count of Barcelona who died in 897 defending the city against the
army of the Muslim Qasi rulers of Zaragoza and Lleida. His life and death became
a perfect vehicle for elaboration and exaggeration, especially by nineteenth-century
nationalists. As the story goes, the Frankish king arrived late to the battle at which
Wilfred died (some storytellers say it was Charlemagne, others Charles the Bald or
Louis the Pious, all of whom actually died prior to Wilfred’s demise). Ashamed at
the cost of his tardiness and because he so admired the count’s selfless defence of
his Christian people the king gave the Pyrenean frontier to Wilfred’s successors. He
then signalled the perpetuity of his compensatory gift by plunging his hand into
Wilfred’s bloody wound and then drawing his bloodied fingers over a nearby shield
to create the symbol of the newly independent lands, four crimson stripes on a field
of gold.14 The red and gold bars are ubiquitously displayed throughout Catalonia,
emblazoned on everything from flags to flip-flops, standing as a sure sign to tourists

12Francisco Javier Monclús, ‘Barcelona 1992’, in Olympic Cities: City Agendas, Planning and
theWorld’s Games, 1896-2012, ed. John R. Gold andMargaret M. Gold (New York: Routledge,
2007), 218–236. Ferran Brunet, The Economic Impact of the Barcelona Olympic Games, 1986-
2004. Barcelona: The Legacy of the Games, 1992-2002 (Barcelona: Centre D’Estudis Olímpics
UAB, 2005).
13Dominic Keown, ed., Companion to Catalan Culture (Woodbridge, UK: Tamesis, 2011).
14Pere Anguera, ‘Las Cuatro Barras: de bandera a señera’, Jerónimo Zurita 82 (2007): 253–72.
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that they have come to a place whose people do not bow to the authority of Madrid. In
addition to the Senyera, the national flag displaying the alternating red and gold, visi-
tors commonly see two other important flags, the estelada or starred flags. One of
them, setting a white star within a blue triangle upon the red and gold bands, is the
ever-present banner of indepentistes, those who seek independence from Spain. The
other, showing a red star on a gold triangle over the red and gold stripes, is historically
linked to workers’ unions and the political left.

Two additional bits of historical narrative are essential to recounting the legendary
origins of medieval Catalonia. One is devoted to the betrothal in 1137 of Peronella, the
child princess of Aragon, to Ramon Berenguer IV, Count of Barcelona (she was less
than 2 years old and he was 23 when the marriage was contracted; they consumated
their union in 1151). The other recounts the exploits of James I, ‘The Conqueror’,
(r. 1213–1276), who, although orphaned as a child and held in the protective
custody of the Knights Templar, grew to be a shrewd leader of conquests who
added the Muslim strongholds of Majorca and Valencia to his dominions. By the
end of the thirteenth century, the successors of Wilfred, Petronila, and Berenguer,
and James the Conqueror ruled a composite of territories that included the
Kingdom of Aragon, the collected counties comprising the Principate of Catalonia,
the Kingdom of the Balearic Islands, the Kingdom of Valencia, the Kingdom of
Sicily, and the Kingdom of Sardinia and Corsica.

Historians traditionally refer to this diverse political and cultural mix as the Crown
of Aragon and they call its leaders count-kings. Such composites were the norm in
medieval Europe – Castile, Leon, Galicia, and Navarre, for example, similarly associ-
ated and disassociated at several points before the emergence of Spain. Still, the com-
posite that included Catalonia was peculiarly pactist, a fact that many modern
historians describe as proto-democratic. Catalonia, although not a kingdom, main-
tained a profound position of political and cultural dominance in this composite, a
point that makes Catalan historians resist the standard naming conventions to
favour instead talk of a Catalano-Aragonese crown.15 Through the fourteenth
century, the Crown of Aragon extended its control over a loose Mediterranean
empire that included mercantile dependencies as distant as Athens. Catalan territorial
expansion was matched by vigorous developments that made it an international leader
in law, record-keeping, governance, and administration, as well as the arts.16

The story of Catalan achievements turns tragic at the approach of the modern age.
Wilfred’s line of descent ended in 1410 with the death of King Martin ‘the Humane’
without an heir. At that moment Catalonia came under the control of the Trastámara
branch of the Castilian royal family. The marriage in 1469 of Ferdinand II, King of
Aragon, to his cousin Isabella, Queen of Castile, consolidated the Trastámara dynasty’s
hold. In the following decades, Castilian hubris drawn fromNewWorld exploits along
with anxieties about weak Spanish unity initiated the methodical repression of

15Among the most exhaustive Catalan examinations of the problems of naming is Caius Perel-
lada i Cardellach, Corona d’Aragó, denominació impròpria de l’estat català medieval Barcelona:
R. Dalmau, 2002). For a concurring view by a non-Catalan, see Michel Zimmermann, En els
orígens de Catalunya: emancipació politica I afirmació cultural (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1989).
16Thomas Bisson, Medieval Crown of Aragon: A Short History (New York: Clarendon, 1986).
Jaume Vives Vicens, Noticia de Cataluña (Barcelona: Ediciones Destino, 1954). Pierre Vilar,
Histoire de l’Espagne (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1947).
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Catalonia and the Catalans. In 1659, the Peace of the Pyrenees divided Catalan-speak-
ing lands amongFrench andCastilian royal rivals.After theWarof Spanish Succession,
Philip V imposed decrees, called the Nueva Planta, which denied Catalans the historic
political and cultural autonomy encapsulated within their constitutions.

Catalan identity took its shape from a medieval inheritance forged in the furnace
of early modern exigencies, but the vocabulary and sentiment of Catalan nationality,
and Catalanism as a political project, are features of modern thought and practice. In
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, kings and dictators did their best to destroy
Catalan language and culture. In the face of state repression, an intelligentsia – com-
prised of academics and writers, politicians, Modernist architects and modern artists,
leaders of the excursionist movement, and also managers of the tourism sector – pro-
mulgated the myths, created the folklore and tradition, and rebuilt the infrastructure
that gave weight and substance to assertions of Catalan distinctiveness.17 Through the
efforts of these activists, all good Catalans know the main lines of their national story,
which reads, to put it succinctly, as follows: Catalans since the medieval period have
been precocious and purposefully feisty, as well as smart, progressive, enterprising,
stubborn in defence of their inheritance, and democratic. It is noteworthy that one
of the most direct and colourful presentations of this narrative was offered by Jordi
Portabella i Calvete, assistant mayor of Barcelona and President of l’Institut del Pai-
satge Urbà, in a prefatory statement to a book for Catalan readers explicitly meant to
politicise Catalan cultural tourism.18

Whether to deem true or false the tenets of a core Catalan national character does
not concern us at the moment. What matters is that, for many Catalans, this story
inspires visions of the past that require political action in the present for the
purpose of creating a very different future: Catalans hold their medieval past close
in memory as a record of the rights and dignities taken from their ancestors.

Catalan expression as an international project

The inculcators of the Catalan story are Catalan and, for the most part, so are the
inculcated. For example, despite restrictive curricular plans emanating from
Madrid, a growing number of schools teach principally in Catalan and promote
local history over Spanish national history. One specific outcome in the earliest
grades is the performance of a song about the count-king James I. In one set-piece
of Catalan socialisation, children sing Jaume primer tenia cent soldats to the tune of
the American standard The Battle Hymn of the Republic. At the same time, they
march around their classrooms, poster-painted gold-and-red shields in hand, pride-
fully reciting the exploits of the thirteenth-century conqueror ‘James the first has
100 soldiers… all marching in step’.19 In the schools, passive resistance and low-key
militancy become equal partners in the education of Catalan children.

17Llorenç Prats, El Mite de la tradició popular: Els origens de l’interès per la cultura tradicional a
la Catalunya del segle XIX (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1988). Josep M. Pujol, Three Selected
Papers on Catalan Folklore (Tarragona: URV, 2013).
18Alfred Bosch and Josep Melero, Ruta de Les Llibertats: Passejades per la Barcelona Èpica
(Barcelona: Institut del Paisatge Urbá i la Qualitat de Vida, 2007), 5.
19‘Jaume Primer Tenia Cents Soldats’, CEIP San José de Calasanz, 2008, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=o2TkJG_L-FQ (accessed July 21, 2014).
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Catalan society also self-replicates through a very lively market in popular and
popularising books in the Catalan tongue. The books that collect short historical
titbits, biographical vignettes, legends and tall tales amount to a kind of genre.
While their authors draw from an extensive inventory of fact and fiction about the Cat-
alans and their past that can make these books quite diverse in some respects, offerings
such as Histories de la Historia de Catalunya and 1001 Curiositats de Catalunya share
two objectives: they retell the essential narrative of a period of medieval Catalan splen-
dour followed by Castilian obstructionism, and they profer some expression of the
heartiness of Catalan language and culture in the face of tremendous adversity.20

Many acts of cultural reproduction meant for Catalan audiences have the positive
spillover effect of bringing Catalan tradition into contact with external audiences.
Book culture illustrates the possibilities. Catalonia accounts for about half of all
books sales in Spain, in part because the Catalan governing institution, the General-
itat, has vigorously supported the local book industry as ‘an essential element of our
cultural DNA’.21 While writing published in the Catalan language is directed at native
Catalans, visitors to the region cannot avoid the fact that language is the touchstone
and lightening rod of Catalan inheritance. Books are part of the festival culture and
the culture of civic space use, both of which are integral to the tourist experience (I
describe below the example of the Sant Jordi festivities). Meanwhile, as one would
expect, many books on Catalan tourism offerings, ranging from where to find the
best golf courses and hiking trails, to Catalanist histories of internationally known
architectural monuments, to the outpouring of books on national cuisine are pub-
lished in English, French, and German by local government and private tourism
agencies.

Another clear example of Catalan culture for Catalans which has taken hold as a
tourist enticement, one only slightly less ubiquitous than the books, is human castle
building. Castells are constructed when 20–40 or more castellers link hands and
support each other by grabbing legs and butts so that they can climb one upon the
other to create towers of up to 10 human stories tall. The practice has had a documen-
ted place in Catalonia since the eighteenth century, having developed unique methods
and nomenclature since that time. UNESCO counts Catalan castells among the mas-
terpieces of intangible human heritage. Independentistes call them ‘statues of liberty’,
doing so in the English language to make cross-historical political points. The castle
builders and the musicians who accompany them on grallas, horns of supposed med-
ieval origins, put on a great spectacle as they prepare and then execute the tres de deu
amb folre i manilles, the quatre de vuit, and various other configurations. At root this is
a neighbourhood activity, a recreation meant to connect neighbours to their locales
and to bind these places to national sentiment. In recent decades castle building has
become infused with the spirit of competitive sports, so that huge gatherings of
several thousand castellers competing for pride and prizes are now annual events

20For example, Daniel Cortijo, Histories de la Historia de Barcelona (Bareclona: L’Arca, 2010)
and Lluïsa Montfort, 1001 Curiositats de Catalunya (Barcelona: L’Arca, 2011).
21‘Sixteen City Bookshops Receive Subsidies for Modernisation Work’, Ajuntament of Barce-
lona, November 23, 2013, http://w110.bcn.cat/portal/site/Home/menuitem.14f90aeeb15793636
d5d05f320348a0c/?vgnextoid=f86be8c28c392410VgnVCM1000001947900aRCRD&vgnext
fmt= formatDetall&vgnextchannel=0000000000001653VgnV6CONT00000000200RCRD&
lang=en_GB (accessed July 21, 2014).
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attended by tens of thousands of spectators. Both the small local performances and the
outsized stadium events are tourist attention grabbers. Castle building has become a
signature example of Catalans reminding themselves of their medieval past. It is
also read by tourists as an awe-inspiring performance of Catalan difference.22

Activists are fully aware that the long-term success of their nationalist project
requires an audience beyond Catalonia. Some Catalans speak of separating from
Spain, and their talk gets put into action in ways meant to attract maximum inter-
national attention. A spectacular example is the Catalan Way to Independence (Via
Catalana cap a la Independencia). Part of the National Day of Catalonia celebrations
held on 11 September 2013, the exercise resulted in a human chain of over 1.5 million
persons. The path traversed by the hand-holding activists, along roads of Roman
origin, offered a symbolic reminder that their local history precedes the history of
the modern Kingdom of Spain (just as it precedes Spain’s two Republics and two dic-
tatorships in the modern period). Like castle building and book buying, the event was
an exercise in remembering – a performance of collective identity. It was also a brilliant
publicity stunt that successfully captured international attention, including the place-
ment of an opinion piece by Artur Mas, President of the Catalan Generalitat, in the
New York Times.23

A similar display of separatist politics is a signature shibboleth, produced in
English as a message for international consumption: ‘Catalonia is not Spain’. It is
graffiti-painted onto rocks on the mountains near the Benedictine monastery that
houses the image of Catalonia’s patroness, the black Madonna of Montserrat, and
it appears in professionally produced mega-banners prominently displayed at major
social and political events, for example when FC Barcelona meets Real Madrid at
Barça’s Camp Nou soccer stadium. Even the new publicity motto for the Barça foot-
ball team, ‘more than a club’, gets rendered in English as well as in Catalan. Barça’s
official websites make it clear that the slogan evokes the nationalist aspirations of the
region that the team represents.24 A promotional campaign entered into jointly
between the Barça club and tourism promoters makes use of the slogan.25 Especially
around election times one also sees, rendered in English: ‘Catalonia: the next
European state’.

Catalans know that their experience is not entirely unique. Other people in other
places fight to defend ‘subnational’ identities within the context of modern nation-
states that seek to limit distinctiveness. Scots and Québécois, among others, come to
Catalonia to share concerns and to strategise with Catalan political activists.

22Enxaneta, dir. Paulí Subirà i Claramunt (Barcelona: Televisió de Catalunya, 2011) is one of
several recent documentaries on the Catalan castle-building phenomenon.
23Raphael Minder, ‘Linking Hands, Catalans Press Case for Succession’, New York Times, Sep-
tember 11, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/12/world/europe/linking-hands-catalans-
press-case-for-secession.html?_r=0 (accessed July 3, 2014). Artur Mas, ‘A Referendum for Cat-
alonia’, New York Times, September 10, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/11/opinion/
global/a-referendum-for-catalonia.html (accessed July 2, 2014).
24‘More Than a Club’, FC Barcelona, 2014, http://www.fcbarcelona.com/club/board-members/
detail/card/more-than-a-club (accessed July 21, 2014).
25‘FC Barcelona and the Catalan Government Join Together to Promote Catalonia’s Tourist
Sector’, Catalan News Agency, November 9, 2012, http://www.catalannewsagency.com/life-
style/item/fc-barcelona-and-the-catalan-government-join-together-to-promote-catalonias-
tourist-sector?highlight=YToxOntpOjA7czo3OiJ0b3VyaXNtIjt9 (accessed July 21, 2014).
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Among its efforts to operate as a nation within a state, the Catalan governing insti-
tution, the Generalitat, has established political offices colloquially called ‘embassies’
in Brussels, Paris, London, Berlin, and New York. The Generalitat sponsors confer-
ences and publications for the purpose of maximising international support for the
diminution of Spanish sovereignty. The independence-spirited Assemblea Nacional
Catalana actively promulgates its agenda in several languages.26

How Catalan self-expression activates and enriches tourism

Beach tourism drives Catalonia’s tourism economy; still, travellers have many options
before them and they choose Catalonia and Barcelona over other places for the rich
diversity of available offerings, the most substantial of which are infusedwith an essen-
tial Catalanism. I will focus in what follows on examples of medieval patrimony, doing
so in part because the Generalitat’s own inventory of Catalan tourism offerings ident-
ifies ‘medieval splendour’ as the chief asset that connects tourists to the core narrative
of Catalan identity.27

Barcelona is a dynamic modern city that powerfully evokes the past. It is com-
monly acknowledged that Barcelona’s ‘medieval grandeur left the city with one of
the most impressive and varied Gothic building legacies in all Europe’.28 Nearly
every visitor to Barcelona passes through its gothic quarter, or Barri Gòtic, the
nucleus of the city that still shows evidence of being shaped by more than 2000
years of continuous habitation. Visitors to the Barri Gòtic are drawn into narrow
winding streets named for important past personages or for the guildsmen who
once plied their trades there. Any short list of Barcelona’s most-visited monuments
includes the Cathedral dedicated to the martyr-saint Eulalia. As visitors stroll
through narrow cobbled streets many other evocative buildings in the Barri Gòtic,
such as Santa Maria del Mar and Santa Maria del Pi, also serve as ever-present
signals of Catalonia’s medieval heritage.

The region’s medieval inheritance goes beyond accidental survival and superficial
display of artefacts: the idea of Catalan medieval patrimony was planned, constructed,
and managed for purposes that include augmenting tourism and demonstrating to
tourists Catalans’ devotion to their own distinctiveness. Each of the structures men-
tioned above was ignored, disused and deteriorated until the nineteenth century,
when elites defined themselves in reference to their past and then began an imaginative

26Scott Greer, Nationalism and Self-government: The Politics of Autonomy in Scotland and Cat-
alonia (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2007). Montserrat Guibernau, ‘Nations
Without States in the EU: The Catalan Case’, in European Integration and the Nationalities
Question, ed. John McGarry and Michael Keating (London: Routledge, 2006). Michael
Keating, Nations Against the State: The New Politics of Nationalism in Quebec, Catalonia,
and Scotland (New York: St. Martins Press, 1996), 216–224.
27Francesc López i Palomeque: Atles del Turisme a Catalunya: mapa nacional de l’oferta I els
productes turistics (Barcelona: Generalitat de Catalunya, 2009), 83–4 et passim. Jaume Font i
Garalera, ed., Pla d’implementacio dels recursos turístics intangibles de Catalunya (Barcelona:
Generalitat de Barcelona, Departament d’Innovació, Universitats i Empresa, Direcció
General de Turisme, 2010) similarly connects the medieval inheritance to tourist engagement
with Catalan identity.
28Damien Simonis, Lonely Planet: Barcelona (Oakland, CA: Lonely Planet Publications, 1999),
10. The guide is advertised as a special ‘Architectural Section – From Gothic to Gaudí’.
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rehabilitation. The nineteenth-century medievalising project was certainly not unique
to Catalonia.29 Nonetheless, the unique circumstances of Catalan national develop-
ment inflected with special presentist poignance the real and imagined resources of
medieval heritage. What we see now are much less medieval structures than an infra-
structure that we have learned to imagine as medieval. The most sensational example
is the façade of Barcelona’s cathedral, which may look medieval but is an invention
from the decades right around 1900 (a fact that most guidebooks ignore). The archi-
tects of the cathedral’s new medieval face, José Oriol Mestres and August Font i Car-
reras, were both part of a group of intellectuals and elites who, with Antoni Gaudí,
read the crumbling medieval architectural stock around them as a rich foundation
upon which to promote Catalan distinctiveness to both Catalans and outsiders. This
is one indication of the early appearance of efforts to manufacture tourist experience
in Barcelona and Catalonia.30 The idea of a renewed Barri Gòtic is another. As a focus
for urban planning, for tourism, and for the concentration of Catalan conscience, the
spruced-up old town dates to the period of the 1929 Universal Exposition. Architec-
tural historians have called the rehabilitation, rebuilding, and new neo-gothic
additions from that time a ‘fantasy’.31

Despite its false front, droves of visitors let the cathedral move them to imagine
themselves to be in a medieval space energised by present circumstances. Barcelona’s
cathedral square (Plaça de la Seu), has considerable importance as a civic space. It is
home on Thursdays to a regular assortment of stalls selling antiques and miscellany,
referred to as a ‘gothic market’. Saturdays and Sundays bring to the same square, as
well as to the Plaç Sant Jaume, aficionados, sometimes numbering in the several thou-
sands, of the Sardana, a dance popularised in the nineteenth century and then pro-
moted as Catalonia’s national dance with medieval origins. On any odd day one
might find in the square a musical or theatrical performance, a workers’ union mani-
festation or a political rally, the beginning of an auto or foot race, or some other spec-
tacle. Barcelona provides occasion for such performance-oriented and festival-
atmosphere activation of its spaces at a scale that other Catalan towns cannot
match; nonetheless, the number of Catalan urban centres that energetically promote
the use of their reclaimed medieval squares is really quite impressive.

I have noted that medieval environments like the Cathedral precincts have been
imaginatively rebuilt and transformed in order to illustrate how exercises in Catalan
collective remembering engage tourists’ expectations. Once evoked, the medieval ima-
ginary carries a lot of weight for Catalans and their visitors, permitting connections
between tourists and Catalanism that have considerable variety and subtlety. Barce-
lona is not alone in this regard. An esteem for the medieval is witnessed in cities,
towns, and villages throughout Catalonia. Stories of the purposeful reinvention of
the medieval could be told about Girona and Besalú, famous for their (reconstructed)

29For example, Patrick Geary and Gábor Klaniczay, Manufacturing Middle Ages: Entangled
History of Medievalism in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Leiden: Brill, 2013), offering examples
in Scandinavia, Hungary, the Balkans, and the lands of the medieval Holy Roman Empire.
30Antònia Casellas, ‘Barcelona’s Urban Landscape: The Historical Making of a Tourist
Product’, Journal of Urban History 35, no. 6 (2009): 815–32. Agustin Cócola Gant, El Barrio
Gótico de Barcelona: Planificación del pasado e imagen de marca (Barcelona: Edicions
Madroño, 2011).
31Octavi Alexandre, Catàleg de la Destrucció del Patrimoni Arquitectònic Històrico-Artístic del
Cetnre Històric de Barcelona (Barcelona: Veïns en Defensa de la Barcelona Vella, 2000), 10.
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medieval walls, bridges, Jewish quarters, and so on, sold to locals and tourists as the
real thing. In Súria, a small salt mining town an hour’s drive from Barcelona, the
hilltop casc urbà has been entirely reconstructed for the express purpose of attracting
visitors to a ‘medieval town’. The Fira Medieval d’Oficis held there, now in its 13th
year, has all of the necessary attributes of a medieval fair, including sword fights
and falcon exhibits, supposed tools of torture and dress-up witches, local food fare,
and requisite bonfires in the streets. The Fira in Vic, a major town in foothills of the
Pyrenees, attracts local, regional, national, and international tourists. It is similarly
decorated with fire, serves hungry visitors a unique local sausage, and offers
symbols of Catalan pride. In both places one encounters a sea of Catalan flags. The
version of the flag representing the independentiste movement is especially visible.
Signs in English such as ‘Catalonia: The Next European State’, are more prominent
in larger towns like Vic, but they are not invisible even in tiny Sùria.

The medieval sensibility is also very much available in the in-between spaces, the
many thousands of hilltop castle ruins and out-of-the-way monastic settlements that
make up a good part of the region’s mystique. The monasteries of Poblet and
Ripoll are among the places reconstructed in moments of Catalan nationalist
vigour in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They have become important
tourist destinations for the present. Internationally known artists including Pablo
Picasso, Joan Miró, and Antoni Tàpies participated in the historicising activity that
paid close attention to the monuments of the region’s past. The castle of Quermançó,
for instance, makes important appearances in some of the best-known paintings of
Salvador Dalí.

The best example of a medieval religious site outside of Barcelona where Catalan-
ism and tourism meet is Montserrat Mountain, about 1.5 hours by train from the
capital. It ranks high on the list of tour packages promoted by Turisme de Barcelona,
Barcelona’s tourism consortium, and receives about 3 million visitors a year, a number
that causes serious environmental distress, creates pressures on infrastructure, and
raises sustainability questions.32 Montserrat is also where the spiritual pulse of
Catalan nationalism is most strongly felt.33 Approaching it from any direction one
encounters the series of uplifted and eroded peaks that jut out of the surrounding
low-lying valley like an uneven saw blade several miles long. The whole massive pro-
tuberance is often partly shrouded in ethereal cloud cover. In the distant past, its
natural qualities inspired the mystical sensibilities of Iberia’s prehistoric inhabitants,
who left remains in the mountain’s many caves. Modern visitors to Montserrat typi-
cally begin and end their visit at the Benedictine Monastery of Santa Maria de Mon-
tserrat, which is tucked into a high brink on the mountainside. The monastery, which
boasts a history of over 1000 years, is host to the national patroness of Catalonia, a
manifestation of the Madonna whose sculpted image is La Moreneta, Our Lady of
Montserrat, held in a place of honour above and behind the monastery’s principal
altar. To attract and accommodate visitors, the monks have now so grossly overbuilt
their monastery that it feels oddly like a Disneyland for Catholics, complete with

32SacredNaturalSites.org, ‘Tourism and Holiness at Montserrat Monastic Community, Catalo-
nia, Spain’, 2014, http://sacrednaturalsites.org/items/tourism-and-holiness-a-challenging-trade-
off-at-montserrat-monastic-community-catalonia-spain/ (accessed July 21, 2014).
33Daniele Conversi, The Basques, the Catalans, and Spain: Alternative Routes to Nationalist
Mobilisation (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2000), 126–7.
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trolley rides, cafeteria meals, a long queue to see La Moreneta, and free boys’ choir
concerts. Despite the overload of tourists, the affection that many Catalans feel for
the place continues to run deep, in part because of the historic and ongoing work of
the monks in promoting and defending Catalan culture (22 of Montserrat’s activist
monks died during the Spanish Civil War, and the Catalan language was used in
the mass there even throughout the years that the Franco dictatorship prohibited
it). In February 2014, several thousand pilgrim hikers and cyclists climbed the moun-
tain to celebrate, under the guidance of the Madonna’s monks, the La 45a Renovació
de la Flama de la Llengua Catalana, the 45th annual event in commemoration of the
survival of Catalan language and its contribution to Catalan identity.34 The intersec-
tions at Montserrat of local tourism, medieval religious and cultural heritage, and
Catalan national politics are easily measured in religious writing, tourist guidebooks,
Catalinist blogs, and everyday events and conversation.

There is no exaggeration in the foregoing description of the imagined medieval
past in the places where tourists encounter Catalanism. The influence of the perceived,
reconstructed, or invented medieval past is extensive; its modes of intersection with
tourist visitors that are many, varied, and colourful. While I have described a few his-
toric sites and settings, it should be remembered that similar zones of conjunction are
very numerous both inside and outside of Barcelona. Even the buildings designed by
the chief progenitors of Catalan Modernism can be counted here. Tourists who crane
their necks from the streets below at now famous buildings designed by Antoni Gaudí,
Lluis Domènech i Montaner and Josep Puig i Cadafalch, among others, have only a
vague understanding of the cultural and historic context in which the Modernists
worked; it is clear that what suffices for most tourists is a generalised atmosphere or
experience, the same sense of being elsewhere that they get when meandering
through the Barri Gòtic. However, students of modernism well know that the training,
ingenuity, and aspirations of the architects and artists whose buildings are now iconic
were steeped in medievalising tendencies that became key components of their artistic
vocabulary. Gaudí and the others, fascinated by their nation’s medieval past, took up
medieval symbolism explicitly to fan the flames of Catalan identity.

The Modernists made imagery of Sant Jordi and his dragon-foe a ubiquitous part
of their medievalising syntax. It is also very much a part of Barcelona’s festival culture
and the city devotes a day each April to Jordi’s honour. This event is little more than
an opportunity for buying books and offering roses to loved ones, but Catalans adore
it for much more than what is suggested by the giving of simple gifts. For a few hours in
the morning and again in the evening, it seems as if everyone in Barcelona is in the
streets, enjoying the springtime sun and buying up the latest book on Catalan
cuisine or local lore. It is as if the throngs of tourists inside the Boqueria or on the
Rambla have spilled out into all the precincts of the city and multiplied tenfold.
The event attracts large crowds fromMadrid and elsewhere, and is among the happiest
of accidents that foreign tourists can fall into. Nearly two-thirds of the annual sales of
books in Catalonia, around 20 million euros worth, occur on that day.35

34La Flama de La Lengua Catalana, ‘45 Renovació de la Flama de la Llengua Catalana’, 2014,
http://flamallenguacatalana.wordpress.com/presentacio-2/ (accessed July 21, 2014).
35Julius Purcell, ‘Winds of Change Extract Heavy Prince on Barcelona’s Book Industry’, The
Financial Times, March 30, 2014, http://search.ft.com/search?queryText=Barcelona%27s
+book+industry (accessed July 22, 2014).
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At the conjunction of medievalism, Catalanism, and tourism, the list of exemplary
sites is very long. Architectural historians have concluded thatGaudí brought Jordi and
the drac into the design of all of his buildings in recognition of its prominence at the core
of Catalan symbolism. His blueprint for the Casa Bellesguard is an especially interest-
ing case. The gables on the roof of the structure serve as the eyes of a three-headed
serpent covered in roof-tile scales. Gaudí took great personal interest in the location
from his youth, when he learned that what remained there were the foundations of
the palace built by Martin I, the last ruler of the great Catalan dynasty.36 The
Sagrada Familia, the monster project that Gaudí worked on for all of his adult life
and which will remain under construction for several more decades, the most-visited
tourist attraction in Barcelona, is a singular summary project in the exploitation of
the medieval past to create a unique Catalan future. The Modernist complex of build-
ings that form the Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, designed and built in stages by
LluísDomènech iMontaner from 1901 to 1930, is similarly caked in amedieval decora-
tive apparatus. Domènech i Montaner made explicit in an article published in 1878 his
desire to draw fromCatalonia’smedieval traditions ‘enmal hora interrumpidas’ for the
purpose of creating a distinctly Catalan architectural language.37 This was a desire
shared with other participants in the Catalan Renaixença.

In the foregoing I have given most attention to aspects of the physical environment,
the streets, buildings, and plazas in which tourists are invited to imagine and enjoy
(recreate) the medieval splendour of a powerful and prideful Catalonia. I have only
briefly mentioned festivals although these events offer important opportunities for
interaction between tourists and locals.38 A little more should be said about Barcelo-
na’s two principal festivals. The feast of Saint Eulalia occurs every February. Celebra-
tions honouring Eulalia, a supposed fourth-century child martyr, are documented
from the eighteenth century, although recognition of her position as patroness of
the city clearly has medieval origins. Since the 1980s La Laia, as locals call it, has
become a weeklong series of parades and activities sponsored by the city government,
the Ajuntament of Barcelona, which calls Eulalia ‘the symbol of solidarity for our city,
the defence of justice, and the promise of youth’.39

Eulalia held a singular pride of place as Barcelona’s patroness until the sixteenth
century, at which time she had to make room for the growing influence of a co-patron,
Mare de Déu de laMercè (Mary ofMercy). By the twentieth century, the festival of La
Mercé in September had grown huge, becoming Barcelona’s biggest community event.
In recent decades, La Laia and La Mercé have encouraged tourists to participate in
creative recall. Barcelonans celebrate by bringing out the gegants (oversized dancing
figures depicting legendary and historic medieval characters, including the patron-
esses), lighting the carrefoc devil’s fires, and showing honour to their co-patroness
through religious processions, the building of human castles, and so forth. The

36Fernando Garcés, ‘La “Cebolla” del genio’, Clío: Revista de historia 152 (2014): 12–15.
37Lluis Domènech i Montaner, ‘En Busca d’una arquitectura nacional’, La Renaixença 8
(1878): 149–60, ‘interrupted at a bad time’, at 158.
38Greg Richards, ‘The Festivalization of Society of the Socialization of Festivals? The Case of
Catalunya’, in Cultural Tourism: Global and Local Perspectives, ed. Greg Richards (New York:
Haworth Hospitality Press, 2007), 257–80.
39‘Festes de Santa Eulàlia’, Ajuntament de Barcelona (2014) http://santaeulalia.bcn.cat/
(accessed July 21, 2014).
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Mercè is also, not too paradoxically, an opportunity for many Barcelonans to breathe
a collective sigh of relief, as the event signals the end of summer and a reduction in
number of the tourist invaders.

In this brief survey, I have left underrepresented the role of museums as a nexus for
tourism and Catalanism. Let it be said that Barcelona is a museumgoers paradise,
albeit one particularly well staged for the propagation of Catalan sentiment. All of
the major museums – the National Museum of Art of Catalonia (MNAC), the
Museum of the History of Barcelona (MUHBA), the Museum of the History of Cat-
alonia, and the Maritime Museum – resonate with Catalan pride of place and call
directly upon visitors to connect with the special circumstances of the Catalan story.
The newest addition to the museum mix, the Born Centre Cultural, does this in
each of its guises (it is part civic social-cultural space and part museum dedicated to
the anti-Spanish memory of 1714). It is a kind of Alice-in-Wonderland rabbit hole,
moving people from the present back through centuries of early modern decadència
to a medieval place in memory that resounds with pride and purpose.

Too much of a good thing

Public and private actors, often working together, have built up a substantial and
diversified tourism economy in Barcelona in recent decades, and most tourists
appear to be happy with what the city offers them.40 Talk of the ‘Barcelona model’
is enthusiastic, not only among tourism professionals attempting to copy the city’s suc-
cesses in other places but also among the politicians and administrators who recognise
the complementarity of tourism with the broader interests of urban development, civic
governance, and participatory management.41 It is true, too, that the rising tide of Bar-
celona’s tourism successes has lifted the prospects for the industry in the whole of Cat-
alonia, not least because tourism planners throughout the region have learned from
Barcelona how to exploit their cultural and heritage resources. All the while, it is
increasingly fashionable for Catalans to declare on the international scene that Cata-
lonia is not Spain and to press for more liberties with the threat, real or not, of inde-
pendence. An international audience has been captured through whom Catalans can
point out the distinctiveness of their place and people.

Still, the local defence of Catalan historical memory and of Catalan culture, the
promotion internationally of Catalan identity and autonomy, and the fabric of Barce-
lona and Catalan tourism may all be at risk, in some ways increasingly troubled by
each other. Avery real threat to continued success is the over-exploitation of the infra-
structure available to the tourism sector. As even Barcelona’s tourism agencies agree,
the massive number of tourists is a formidable challenge from several perspectives.
The prominent example is tourism on the Rambla, Barcelona’s major pedestrian

40Caitlin Smith, ‘Tourists Give Barcelona the Thumbs Up’, Catalan News Agency, August 4,
2011, http://www.catalannewsagency.com/life-style/item/tourists-give-barcelona-the-thumbs-
up?highlight=YToxOntpOjA7czo3OiJ0b3VyaXNtIjt9 (accessed July 21, 2014).
41Jon Coaffee, ‘Urban Regeneration and Renewal’, in Olympic Cities: City Agendas, Planning,
and the World’s Games, 1896-2012, ed. John Gold and Margaret Gold (New York: Routledge,
2007), 155–8. Francisco Javier Monclús, ‘The Barcelona Model: An Original Formula? From
“Reconstruction” to Strategic Urban Projects (1979-2004)’, Planning Perspectives 18, no. 4
(2003): 399–421.
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thoroughfare. To its critics, the promenade is spoiled by what has become a daily crush
of visitors. The adjacent Mercat de Sant Josep, the Boqueria, which until recently
retained some of its allure as a neighbourhood market, has grown less agreeable
because throngs of tourist gawkers make passage through its stalls nearly impossible
for locals. Some researchers now see the 1714 siege of Barcelona as a metaphor: tour-
ists are the new besiegers.42 One must remember, however, that Catalonia had plenty of
internal social conflicts before the onslaught of mass international tourism.43

Tourism researchers note the hotel industry’s historic difficulty in keeping up with
demand for rooms. The swiftest answer to the supply crunch has been to increase the
operations of cruise ships, which now line up in the mornings to jettison their human
contents, who, like ants, quickly make their way to the touristic treats on offer. If tour-
ists are the new besiegers then cruise ships are the new siege engines. In May of 2014,
31,600 passengers were off-loaded in a single day; as mentioned, some 58,000 came off
the boats on the weekend of 11–13 September.44 It is no wonder that locals suffer from
turismofobia. Full-length documentary videos have been made to illustrate how many
locals no longer see the historic centre of town as their own.45

Many visitors and residents agree that some tourist-heavy parts of the city stink, lit-
erally – the result of a sewage system that is especially antiquated in those places most
overrun by sightseers (the city’s olfactory upset has recently gone viral on the blogo-
sphere). Barcelona’s tourism promoters tout the award-winning cleanliness of the city’s
waters, but they do so only because an army of a hundred or more workers cleans up
each night before the next day’s tourist-polluters show up to repeat their offences.
Tourism also puts pressure on transportation services in such a way that locals carry
the burdens of paying the financial and psychological costs of overworked systems.46

The potential for petty crime and the operation of a black market persist as pro-
blems in tourists’ minds in part because street behaviour feeds stereotypes and nega-
tive perceptions. African immigrants engage in the illegal sale of knock-off purses and
play hide-and-seek with the police in full view of their tourist clientele. Tourists rightly
fear their pockets being picked. Locals worry that any defence of local dignities may
upset drunken tourists cockily looking to pick fights. A growing part of Barcelona’s
underground economy is devoted to renting out apartments and rooms to tourists.

The costs of Barcelona’s success now threaten both Catalan tourism and Catalan
identity. Immigration was once a boon to the economy but now it threatens it, drawing
out a conservatism in the locals that tourists do not appreciate. In the latter half of the
twentieth century, immigration into Catalonia from historically depressed parts of the
Spanish interior clearly benefited regional economic expansion, including the growth
of a tourism sector that thrived on low-wage workers; Catalan tourism creates jobs

42Robert Davidson, ‘Barcelona: The Siege City’, in Companion to Catalan Culture, ed. Dominic
Keown (Woodbridge, UK: Tamesis, 2011), 111–2.
43Gary McDonogh, ed., Conflict in Catalonia: Images of an Urban Society (Gainsville: Univer-
sity Presses of Florida, 1986).
44‘Annual Record in Barcelona’s Port This Sunday with 32,000 Cruise Passengers’, Catalan
News Agency, May 16, 2014, http://www.catalannewsagency.com/business/item/annual-
record-in-barcelona-s-port-this-sunday-with-32000-cruise-passengers (accessed July 21, 2014).
45For example, Eduardo Chibas, dir., Bye Bye Barcelona (2014), http://www.byebyebarcelona.
com/#!eldocumental/mainPage (accessed July 21, 2014).
46Daniel Albalate and Germà Bel, ‘Tourism and Urban Public Transport: Holding Demand
Pressure under Supply Constraints’, Tourism Management 31, no. 3 (2010): 425–433.
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mostly at the bottom of the employment ladder.47 Jordi Pujol, puzzling over immigra-
tion concerns during his time as President of Catalonia’s Generalitat (1980–2003),
offered an inclusive model of regional identity: a Catalan was a person who lives
and works in Catalonia and feels Catalan. Pujol understood that under a centralist
Spanish state he would need to help the new immigrant population identify as
Catalan. Through his approach, applied energetically through the Generalitat’s pro-
Catalan-language policies, the Catalan national project survived and grew.48 Catalo-
nia’s political leader since 2010, President of the Generalitat Artur Mas, has also
insisted that anyone can become Catalan. Such a vision of an open Catalanism,
however praiseworthy, seems increasingly difficult to achieve. Immigrants now out-
number indigenous or ‘heritage’ Catalans. Continued waves of immigrants, more
and more now from beyond Spain’s borders, appear to be creating a demographic
shift that may take political, linguistic and cultural primacy away from those who
know the language and the central narrative of Catalan culture.

Relations between Barcelona and the rest of Catalonia grow more problematic
with time in a way that may turn tourists off to both the city and its surroundings.
In recent years some Catalans from outside the big city have come to regard Barcelona
as a vortex drawing political and economic energies away from Catalan roots in order
to feed the interests of the international metropolis.49 The Generalitat, the Ajunta-
ment, and Barcelona’s tourism consortium, Barcelona Turisme, will have to find
better ways of sharing the benefits of the city’s tourism successes if there is hope of
reducing core-periphery antagonisms.

The tourism literature recognises that there are costs associated with the commo-
dification of tourist experiences, including the ‘McDonaldisation’ of cultural
resources, supply-driven tourism planning, and an incessant commercial exploitation
of vacationers. Some say that the general trends are exacerbated in the Catalan case by
factors that include the transition to democracy, by the crucial timing of demographic
shifts inside Spain, by the Mediterranean’s early starting position in the mass tourism
race, and by the prominence of the 1992 Olympics as a tourism phenomenon.
Researchers suggest that these are all local manifestations of problems associated
with globalisation and globalised mass tourism. Despite worldwide trends, there is
no reason to yield to generalisations and abstractions when faced with specific
instances of the clear costs brought by tourism’s successes in Catalonia.

An example of tourism successes causing problems that require tough decisions is
the current status of Parc Güell. Since the revival of interest in Gaudí andModernism,
the park has been one of the key points where recreation, civic pride, and Catalan
culture converge. In recent years, however, tourists have come in droves – an
average of more than 25,000 per day since 2012 – and for this reason, municipal auth-
orities had to do something to protect the Gaudí structures. Their answer, in the name

47Alejandro García Pozo, José Luis Sánchez Ollero, Macarena Marchante Lara, and Carlos
Benavides Chicón, ‘Touristic Specialization and Returns on Human Capital in the Hospitality
Sector of the Spanish Regions’, Pasos: Revista de Turismo y Patrimonio Cultural 10, no. 2 (2012):
69–76.
48Luke Stobart, ‘Catalans Are Ready for Independence – But Are Their Leaders?’, The Guar-
dian, September 12, 2012, http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/sep/12/catalonia-
independence-barcelona-demonstration (accessed July 21, 2014).
49Rosa M. Bosch et al., Jo No Sóc de Barcelona: Set Visions de Bon Rotullo de la Pugna Cata-
lunya-Barcelona (Barcelona: Planeta, 2000).
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of sustainability, was to carve away from the park a ‘monumental zone’ that encircles
with fencing and security agents Gaudí’s work and the best overlooks of the impressive
Barcelona skyline. The monumental zone is now a restricted space, open each hour to
400 paying ticketed tourists and up to 100 locals who are permitted free access. But this
presentation of the arrangement disguises the pain: the Ajuntament equates the
majority of residents of Barcelona with tourists. Only those neighbours living in the
small districts bordering the park can gain free access, and the process for them is dif-
ficult, nearly impossible some say. In order to appreciate their own heritage, Barcelo-
nans must wait in line with the tourists and pay the full price of admission.50

Perhaps this was the best solution given difficult circumstances. One might wonder,
however, whether the commodification of a pre-eminent public marker of Catalan col-
lective identity will mean the complete abandonment of its role in Catalan collective
memory. Catalans are adaptable and their culture is resilient, so we must wait to see
what happens. Nonetheless, to put it bluntly, Catalans will have a tougher time demon-
strating what is unique about their culture, and will even have a tougher time recognis-
ing their culture as their own, if they sell the collective Catalan soul for the nth tourist
dollar.
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